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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose a Watermark and Cryptology based Digital Rights Management (WCDRM) 

model which is a comprehensive utilization of digital watermarking and cryptology. We propose a 

digital right management model based on cryptography and digital watermarking technology, and then 

give security analysis of the model. In this paper, the license key is calculated with user’s machine 

fingerprint, the user name and the password using private algorithm. At the user’s end, the special 

client software uses same method to generate the license key so that both the unauthorized user and the 

authorized cannot get the key. 

Keywords:- WCDRM-Watermark and Cryptology based Digital Rights Management, FEAL:-Fast 

data decipherment Algorithm. 

1. Introduction 
In the past few decades, with the phenomenal growth and widespread use of internet and computer 

technology, people can easily copy and modify the digital product. The digital contents are easy to 

forge. This has lead to a great deal of privacy problem in the digital content which spread on internet, 

and poses a grave threat to right of authorship. Thus, how to protect copyright of the digital content in 

the transaction on internet is becoming a problem which urgently needs to solve. Therefore, digital 

rights Management (DRM) emerges as the times require. Digital Rights management helps to prevent 

forging of not only text files or image files but also audio and video files. It prevents illegal 

duplicating, interpolating and distributing the digital content. In initial stage, digital rights protection 

mainly solves the unauthorized duplication problem of the digital product by safe encryption technique. 

Encryption is the process of converting human readable text format into intangible form. It only 

distributes the digital product to the user who has already paid for it. Nowadays, as a comprehensive 

digital content management technology, DRM has covered all kinds of aspect of the digital content, 

including creating, description, marking, exchange, protection, using and so on. At present, cryptology 

based DRM technology is very popular. It limits the non-authorized user by encrypting the digital 

product file and carrying on the status authentication to the visitor, and guarantees that the authorized 

user causes the product normally. Encryption is usually done in two ways either by using symmetric 
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keys or by using asymmetric keys. Symmetric key cryptography algorithm has only a single key called 

the primary key, whereas asymmetric key cryptography algorithm has two keys called public key and 

private key. But this cannot solve the problem completely: On the one hand, encryption increases the 

complexity of visiting and using, and then hinders effective distribution of the digital products and also 

it is not completely secure due to noise. On the other hand, in the general digital rights protection 

system, once being decrypted, it is very difficult to recognize the copyright of the digital content and 

trace the pirates yet again. In other words, cryptology can only protect the digital content during the 

transmission and once being decrypted, the digital content will not be protected anymore and also there 

are many algorithms that are available for decryption which can easily be done. The digital content 

with public key and sends it to the content server of the Content Publisher. The content server decrypts 

the digital content with private key firstly. Secondly, it encrypts the content with a random key using 

symetic encryption algorithm, and inserts integrity mark watermark and metadata of the content. 

Finally, it sends the content to license server. 

 

1.1 Watermarking 
The watermark as inserted by the Certificate Authority in WCDRM model should posses the following 

attributes: 

 

1.2 Imperceptible: 
The embedded watermarks should be imperceptible and should not alter the aesthetics of the content 

that is watermarks should not create visible artifacts in still images and text document, alter the bit rate 

of video or introduce audible frequencies in audio signals. 

 

1.3 Robustness: 

The watermark inserted to protect the copyright must be robust enough to  withstand all kinds of signal 

processing operations, attack or unauthorized access. Robustness against attack is key requirement for 

watermarking in the model because more robust the algorithm, more difficult is for an unauthorized 

person to remove the watermark and embed on of his own. Even if an unauthorized person embeds a 

watermark of his own to claim ownership of the data, the CA can detect the originality of the data by 

extracting the series of watermarks and comparing them with the ones stored in the database, which is 

possible only when the watermarks are robust enough to survive the attack. 

 

1.4 Fragility:  
The watermarks inserted to protect the integrity should be very sensitive so that it would be completely. 

Destroyed when the digital content suffers any kind of processing operations or attack. Actually, in this 

model, we use DWT based robust watermarking scheme and DCT-based fragile watermarking scheme 

to protect the digital contents. 

 

1.5 Others 

The certificate authority maintains a database where all the information about the authors, the Content 

Publishers and the customers are stored. This database could be implemented in My SQL since it is not 

only effective in handling enormous data but is also freely available. The platform for the databases 

could be any of the operating systems, though we recommend Linux due to its security features and 

cost effectiveness. The Content Publishers can be better understood as music companies, or the 

production houses etc. Each of them of them needs to maintain a website which acts as the interface 

between the customer and themselves. Platform independence of the applications used plays a 

prominent role in this model, since the model deals only with online transactions. 

 

2. Digital Rights Management (DRM) 
DRM system enables the secure exchange of digital products, such as CDs, removal disks, or mobile 

networks. DRM allows content owners to distribute securely to authorized users and gives them control 

through the whole conditional Access, Copy control, Identification and Tracing, Encryption, DRM 

Certificate Authority, Content Author, Authorized user, Distributor Key, License Authorization, Data 

Content, Protected request content, Protected content , Usage rules distribution chain.A typical DRM 

system usually includes following basic functions and modules. Encryption of the content or parts in 

order to prevent uncontrolled acces 

 

2.1 Decryption key management. 

Access control according to flexible usage rules. An advantage of modern DRM system is that the 

usage rules can be adapted to the business models. For example, access can be restricted to certain 
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users, a limited time, or a limited number of accesses. Initial access to the data may even be free (e.g, 

the first playback of an audio track or video clip), while subsequent access has to be paid for. 

 

2.2 Digital Watermarking 

Digital watermarking is of two types visible watermarking and invisible watermarking. Some of the 

required functions of a comprehensive DRM system, such as copy control and data identification and 

tracing, require that irremovable information be attached to digital content. A digital watermark is an 

imperceptible  signal that can be inserted into digital content for a variety of purposes.It is a new 

direction in information security technology area, and is a technology can protect the copyright and 

authenticate the original source and the integrity under the opening network environment. The author 

embed the personal information and mark into the digital content as a imperceptible watermark using 

digital watermarking system, so that people cannot perceive the watermark on the surface, but only the 

special detecting tools or computer software can detect the hidden watermark. The basic requirements 

it has to fulfill are: 

�Imperceptibility- The watermark must not impair the perceived quality of the data. 

�Security- The watermark should only be accessible by authorized parties. 

�Robustness- The watermark must persist in the data after manipulation, including malicious 

manipulation with the intent to remove the watermark. 

There are many classification methods for digital watermarking. For DRM system, a most important 

kind of classification is based on anti-attack ability of the watermark and fragile watermarking. Robust 

watermarking can resist many kinds of processing and attack. In other words, after being processed and 

attacked, the watermark detector could still detect the watermark in the media correctly. Robust 

watermarking is mainly used to mark the copyright information of the digital product, like the author, 

the product serial number and so on. Fragile watermark will be destroyed completely when it suffers 

and kind of processing operations or attacks. It is mainly used for integrity protection. Contrary to 

robust watermark, fragile watermark must be very sensitive to the signal modification so that the 

people can judge whether the data has been tampered with just according to the condition of the fragile 

watermark. Nowadays, networking and digital technology develop so rapidly, the utilization of digital 

watermarking has important significance undoubtedly. However, we must realize the digital watermark 

technology is not universal, and it must coordinate with the technologies like encryption, 

authentication, digital signature, etc. Only with these techniques, a practical digital watermark solution 

is able to resist all kinds of attack, and constitute a complete intellectual property and rights protection 

solution for digital products. 

 

2.3 Operation of WCDRM model  

The WCDRM model synthetically uses watermarking and cryptology to  protect the digital content. 

Such are the specific methods: Every author who seeks protection from pirates in the digital world 

embeds a watermark in the original content. This watermark which is the first watermark in the content 

acts as the identification tag for the author. Once the original content is watermark, the author registers 

with the certificate authority (CA) and send the watermarked content to the CA. then, the content 

publisher registers with the CA, pays copyright fees to the author and gets rights to selling the digital 

content. At the same time, the CA will insert a content publisher specific watermark to the digital 

content, and it to the content publisher, so that the content publisher can provide introduction and basic 

information , even trial version of the digital content on its website. When carrying out the transaction 

of the content, the customer visits the website of the content publisher and then makes a request to 

download a copy of the  original content. The content publisher on receiving the request redirects the 

customer’s request to the CA. The CA now sends a registration form to the customer and asks the 

customer to pay the requisite amount and hence register. 

     Through the registration, the personal information of the customer gets stored in the database of the 

CA. when the registration and payment procedures finish, the CA inserts a customer specific 

watermark to the digital content. This watermark is a cryptographic hash of the unique ID and personal 
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information of the customer in the CA’s database. Then, the CA encrypts the digital content with 

public key and sends it to the content server of the content publisher. The content server decrypts the 

digital content with private key firstly. Secondly, it encrypts the content with a random key using 

symmetric encryption algorithm, and inserts integrity mark watermark and metadata of the content. 

Finally, it sends the content to license server.The protection of digital content use rights. The license 

server gets machine fingerprint from the client firstly, and generates the license according to the rights 

requirements submitted by the customer. Then, it encrypts the license with the key which produced by 

carrying on operation with the user id, the user password and the machine fingerprint using some 

algorithm. Finally, the license server packs the watermark and cryptography protected digital content 

and content license to product package, and sends an email to the customer. In the email the customer 

receives a onetime access to a link, clicking on which the genuinely digital product gets downloaded to 

the client. 

            Generally speaking, the machine fingerprint is a cryptographic hash of the hard disk serial 

number, the CPU serial number and the Ethernet adapter’s MAC adders. In addition, a content license 

mainly includes the following information: 

1. Product ID. 

2. Decryption key for the digital content.   

3. The usage rules of the digital content, including reading, write, modify, print, copy, 

delete, borrow,etc. 

4. The abiding copyright control of the digital content. 

             At the customer’s end, client decrypts the content license to a safety area and gets 

the decryption key of the protected content. Then, the customer can use the digital content 

according to the rights requirements in the content license. 

  

2.4 System Security Analysis   
In WCDRM model, the integrity examination is implemented by fragile watermarking, but not user’s 

private key signature. Therefore, its security mainly relies on the performance of the watermark, and it 

can achieve the security requirements by selecting a proper watermark algorithm. It firstly inserts a 

randomly generated verification code as a watermark by the digital content at the server’s end, and then 

extracts it at the user’s end and exanimate the integrity by comparing it with the verification code 

stored in license. The will show whether the content is tempered or forged, during the transmission, the 

digital content is encrypted, and the description key is stored in the content license. Without the 

description key, the duplication and transmission of the content are completely meaningless. The 

license is encrypted by symmetric key algorithm, and its security firstly lies in the management and the 

transmission of the key. Therefore, it urgently needs a substitute or supplement technique for 

cryptography to protect the digital content after it is decrypted. Then, the copyright protection based on 

digital watermarking has walked into people’s field of vision. Digital watermarking technology 

confirms the content owner’s copyright by inserting secret information into the original data. This 

secret information is watermarked. The data is to be watermarked is usually in the alphanumeric format 

for making it more secure. The watermark is usually invisible or imperceptible, and it can only be 

extracted through the special examination method. It can integrate closely with and hide in the original 

data (text, image, audio, video, etc.) without destroying their use value or commercial value i.e., once 

De-watermarked we usually get back the original content. However, at present, digital watermarking 

products still have many problems in application, such as they could be destroyed or decrypted easily. 

Moreover, digital watermarking can only collect evidence or trace private after discovering the piracy 

problem, but cannot prevent it beforehand. It causes the utilization of digital watermarking also has 

limitation. We propose a digital right management model based on cryptography and digital 

watermarking technology, describe its technological issues and the limitations, and then give security 

analysis of the model. 
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3. FEAL (Fast data decipherment Algorithm) 

In the communication and information processing system, cryptography is the most effective way to 

secure communications and store data. The most commonly used cryptographic algorithm is DES. 

However, it is generally implemented with hardware, and the cost is prohibitive for small scale systems 

such as personal computer communications. Accordingly, an decipherment algorithm that has safety 

equal to DES and is suitable for software as wells hardware implementation is needed. The FEAL (fast 

data decipherment algorithm) fills this need. 

 

3.1 Design: 

FEAL consists of two processing parts. One is the key  schedule which generates the 256- bit extended 

key from the 64-bit secret key, it is designed to generate different extended keys for different secret 

keys. The other is the data randomizer; witch generates 64-bit cipher text from 64- bit plaintext under 

control of the extended key. The data randomizer uses combinations of involutions. One program can 

perform two functions, enciphering and deciphering, except for the extended key entry, moreover, the 

setting of 64- bit extended keys by means of an exclusive- OR operation at the entrance and exit makes 

attack on the algorithm difficult. 

 

3.2 Advantages: 

FEAL is an decipherment algorithm suitable for software implementation. It can be applied widely to 

small scale or other existing systems unable to use DES hardware because of cost. Moreover, FEAL is 

suitable for hardware because of cost. Moreover, FEAL is suitable for hardware implementation, too. 

Implemented as an LSI, it can be used as the cryptographic method in all data communication fields. 

 

4. FEAL Encryption Algorithm    

1. Get the data. 

2. Divide into two equal halves (left side data as LO, right side data as RO). 

3. Use an round constant=16. 

4. Take the key for encryption and create 24 extended keys where each is 16- 

bit.(k(i)=0to[N+7]). 

5. Create another constant phi=0(32-bit). 

6. Now the algorithm consists of three steps: 

Step1: PRE-PROCESSING       

                     1.(LO,RO)=(LO,RO)^(K[N],K[N+1],K[N+2],K[N+3]) 

                   Where (K[N],K[N+1],K[N+2],K[N+3]) are unknown. 

                     2. split the key into two halves and name it as (AO,BO). 

                     3. apply DO=phi; 

                     4. D[r]=A[r-1]…..where r=(1to [N/2+4]). 

                     5. A[r]=B[r-1]. 

                     6. B[r]=f[f](alpha, beta)  

                                               Where alpha=A[r-1]and beta=B[r-1]^D[r-1]. 

7. Split f[k] into four halves and apply 

                 F[1]=alpha1^alpha3 

                 F[1]=S[1](f[1],(f[2]^beta[0])) 

                 F[2]=alpha2^alpha3 

                 S[1]=rot2((x1+x2+1)%256) 

                 F[2]=s[0](f[2],(f[1]^beta1)) 

                 S[0]=rot2((x1+x2)%256) 

                 F[0]=s[0](alpha[0],(f[1]^beta[2])) 

                 F[3]=s[1](alpha[3],(f[2]^beta[3])) 

             Now 

             8. split B[r] into four halves 

                          And apply k[2(r-1)]=(B[r0],B[r1]) 
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                          And apply k[2(r-1)]=(B[r2],B[r3]) 

              Now we got the 24 extended keys……. 

              Now find (LO,RO)=(LO,RO)^(K[N],K[N+1],K[N+2],K[N+3]) 

              And then apply (LO,RO)=(LO,RO)^(phi,LO). 

1. R[r]=L[r-1]^f(R[r-1],k[r-1]) where r=1to N 

                Here alp=R[r-1] and bet=k[r-1]. 

2. split alp into 4 parts and bet into 2 parts and f into 4     parts. 

  Now apply……. 

                    F[1]=(alp1^bet0) 

                    F[2]=(alp2^bet1) 

                    F[1]=(f[1]^alp0) 

                    F[2]=(f[2]^alp3) 

                    F[1]=s1(f[1],f[2]) 

                    F[2]=S0(f[2],f[1]) 

                    F[0]=S0(alp0,f[1]) 

                    F[3]=S1(alp3,f[2]) 

3. L[r]=r[r-1] 

Step3: POST-PROCESSING    

 

1.(R[N],L[N])=(R[N],L[N])^(phi,R[N]) 

 

2.(R[N],L[N])=(R[N],L[N])^(K[N+4],K[N+5],K[N+6],K[N+7]) 

 

Thus we got the ciphered text... 

for  descryption  just reveres the step… 

 

4.1 Limitations of the Model 

The digital watermarking technology is still at the development state now. It still has some insufficient 

in performance. Therefore, with development of the watermarking technology, the performance of the 

DRM system would be enhanced by improving the current watermark algorithms or using new ones. 

The WCDRM model uses the copyright control method which binds the content linens with eh 

machine fingerprint, and packages the digital content with the license for distributing. It greatly 

enhances the security, but also brings some inconvenience at the same tie. How to provide more 

convince to the user and make the authorized user can transfer rights between different personal 

devices is the problem needs to solve in next step. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, a new DRM protecting model based on cryptography and watermarking is proposed 

under considering actual needs for digital rights entities and security risk. It mainly includes copyrights 

registration, embedding watermarking, online business, authentication and arbitration, and can provide 

many kinds of services. About rights control, this text uses a new method based on machine fingerprint, 

and it binds content license with machine fingerprint and user identity. The WCDRM model can 

effectively protect the interests of the copyright owner, at the same time, it can track pirate and tort 

activities and find direct infringer, so that the author and the distributor have more confidence in 

creation and publish business, and it promote the transaction and dissemination of the digital content. 
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